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Abstract- the jurisprudence of law has hung between morality and legality for a long time. Now it’s the turn of 

“plagiarism” to prove its stand. Undeniable what has come to stay, must be learnt more about, with these 

opening lines thy author humbly seeks your permission to present the paper for your consideration. Taking 

you on a trip to some legal sections, some factual considerations and attempting to drive you through some 

hypothetical ones too, the current paper is a humble attempt from the author’s side to add something new to 

this much explored field.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

derived from the latin word “plagiarus” meaning “kidnapper”, the concept of plagiarism1 has its roots in the 16th 

century2. 

Drifting with the passage of time,  and touring through nations3, the theme of plagiarism has taken criminal notation 

in almost all countries today. 

What started from the theft and copying of religious scriptures4 in the early ages took a modern form with high-tech 

means today. There are numerous laws on plagiarism today .covered by section 575 and 636 of Indian copyright 

act,1957 r/w sec438 CrPc7 . not just this , on the academic front it may lead to cancellation of paper or even degree. 

But these severe penal punishments raise some pertinent questions: 

• Is it the criminal nature of the act itself, which has made it such a big crime or are the software selling tech 

giants to be blamed?8 

• Who decided on the types of plagiarisms? Ranging from mosaic9 to paraphrasing10, which thy author humbly 

admits, fears to explain in detail here for the fear of committing a plagiarism. 

• Should there be punishments alike for students and professionals? 

• Is the international competitiveness in the field of standardization playing its role in making this a big issue? 

• Should the companies providing thesis writing “help” also be held liable?  

 

Thy author humbly submits that these and many more questions boggle the mind, but before reaching conclusions, 

allow thy author to take you on a detour of some hypothetical situations 

 

HYPOTHETICAL SITUATIONS: 

Situation 1- a person x commits plagiarism, by changing every third word of the text, thereby making it difficult, for 

the software, to detect the plag. What is the remedy? 
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Situation 2- a plag detection software company escapes liability by putting a few disclaimers, but the apprehensive  

professor catching the similarity index, reports the same  and student y has a jeopardized career, as his degree gets 

cancelled. Who is guilty? 

Situation 3- a person x uploads his article on a website. Person y  copies the same. Later the person x , does not renew 

his web license and  there is no record that the piece of work belonged to him. Meanwhile, person y publishes the 

same by his name. what is the remedy? 

Situation 4- a company x, provides a free software to check plagiarism online, the gullible happy sees his article 

coming clear out of it. When the same is checked by professor, on a professional paid software plag. Is detected. The 

student gets punished meanwhile the software company makes million by increasing page visitors? Where lies the 

justice? 

Situation 5- a person x , habitual of writing in a particular way (alike thy author) has to write on two similar topics, 

though he does not intend but ends up committing self plagiarism11 and his works get trashed by professor. Is it fair? 

It  is submitted utmost humbly that such situations could be numerous but before forming any opinion, allow thy 

author to take you through a pilot survey to help shed some light on the factual situation. 

 

PILOT SURVEY: 

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SURVEY 100 students of governmental institutions of tricity of masters and 

doctoral level were randomly selected and administered a questinaire. Thy author assures that utmost confidentiality 

as to the the personal details of participants has been maintained. ( also a copy of pilot survey for your kind 

consideration is attatched at the end.) on a lighter note, thy author also admits to have written the previous line in 

almost every survey conducted! 

Allow thy humble author to draw your attention towards the drawbacks of the survey: 

• The students of only governmental institutions could be covered owing to paucity f time 

• A comparison of opinion of rural and urban areas could not be conducted (which thy author assures to do in 

next research paper hopefully) 

• Field works though adept in the field of law lacked in psychology background and had no previous training in 

projection techniques which thy author initially intended to use for this paper. 

Howsoever, to satiate the curiosity, allow thy author to present the data and statistics from the humble survey. 

 

DATA AND STATISTICS DERIVED: 

 

Fig1 

 
Awareness of the concept of plagiarism 
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Fig 2 

 
Professional “help” in editing papers 

 

Fig 3 

 
students Stuck in plag. 
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Fig4 

 
Students access vs. owning of plag. Software 

 

Fig 5 

 
Awareness of plagiarism types 
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Fig 6 

 
Awareness over anti plagiarism laws (copyright infringement penalty) 

 

Fig 7 

 
Admission of guilt vs hiding tactic 
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Fig 8 

 
Professors leniency or work undetected? 

A CRITICAL TAKE: 

As its said popularly, “too many laws, lead to more probability of them being broken” also the ironical twist of law is 

that, “those who know it the best, know how to break it the best” there still exist highly ranked institutions with no 

plagiarism detection source, still thesis are written and sold, even inside campus of many institutes13 and then there 

are others where papers get flunk at “similarity indexes” . more then the problem itself, what is important is to 

understand the root cause behind it. Is it lethargy, ignorance or too much knowledge that is leading to such a situation. 

The author humbly leaves the question open ended for you hon’ble selves to ponder over. 

 

TWIST OF LAWS: 

Where the professionals escape liability under the cover of “adaptation” and “abridgement”, and still make millions, 

the poor students are hung for saving their degrees and lives, trying to put every goggled word in footnotes and 

references. Have we set the standards too high? Or is the deterrent effect of law still not forceful enough? It is 

submitted that some questions are better left in the lap of time to get the real answer. More importantly is it just an 

unethical act at student’s level or should the criminal laws be allowed to take their full course? What does the scale of 

justice say to you , is left to your humble selves to find out. 

 

PUTTING FORTH SUGGESTIONS:   

Though it is pertinent that plagiarism is being committed at larger scale now, (with the advent of technology,) but 

thinking of solutions is more important than emphasizing the problem itself. Here a few humble suggestions from thy 

author’s pen: 

• Separate enactment with rules and regulations should be laid down for students at doctoral and post- doctoral 

level, covering more areas like selling-buying of thesis, but exempting them from copyright act provisions to 

ensure no career is ruined and at the same time, education standards are not compromised 

•  Professors of government colleges and universities should be mandatorily trained in handling anti plagiarism 

softwares 

• Limited access of the software should be provided by the institution to students to be able to rectify their errors 

before submission, for everyone cannot afford owning one. 

• More awareness is spread about the international conventions14 which have led to present enactments and laws 

 

PLAN OF ACTION: 

even the best of suggestions are useless without a plan of action with this and utmost humility thy author humbly 

proposes some POAs: 

fig 9 
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Proposed POA1 

 

Fig 10 

Proposed POA2 

 

HUMBLE REVIEW OF PAPERS MENTIONED IN THE REFERENCES: 

Is is worthy to mention that the few research papers cited at the end of the paper, have explicitly mentioned the 

perspective of plagiarism, its holistic approach and types. Also note worthy is the study made in reference 2 which a 

collection of data, though not primarily by the author. However, not being critical of the same, laws and conventions 

are the areas lesser dealt with in the papers humbly read over by thy author. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

I get reminded of a few lines from my childhood poetries, “for every hardship under the sky, there is a remedy or 

there is none, if there is one, try to find it, if there is none, never mind it”. Lucky ,The whole concept of plagiarism is 

remedial but just encouraging author’s to write originally wont serve the purpose till they are better guided towards 

lastly, the software companies be held liable by not just excluding 
themselves renaming words from "cheating and fraud" to "similarity 

index". better softwares be evolved

uniform internation treaty for students be concluded

all conventions uptill now deal with 
professionals

Hon'ble SC may humbly lay down guidelines 
to be followed till a law is evolved 

large scale study on the causes and effects of plagiarism be conducted

commsions be set up for same active role be played by legislature

students should be trained in 
adept usage of anti plagiarism 
software first step would be to 

make them adept in using 
computers

•computer usage training from 
elementary stage

training teachers in not forcing 
students to write bookish wordings 

for it forms a habit to be lesser 
creative and plagiarising seems 

normal

•being orignal should be 
appreciated

basic rules of law should be made 
known to all

•it is presumed that law of nation is  
known to all

•"ignorantia juris non excusat"
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effeicient reading and are made zealous about their field of research. With these lines and a positive note, I hereby 

conclude this paper. 
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